All about object lessons & how to use them

Helen: Two years ago my understanding of teaching adolescents changed dramatically when–

Duffy: Me too! Well, it was more than two years ago. The fact that teenagers learn differently than I thought hit me for the first time on a Sunday morning several years ago.

Helen: Okay, so upstage me...

Duffy: I had just finished preaching what I felt was a fairly effective sermon, and people were streaming out of the church. I was in my thanks-for-coming handshake mode, responding to comments as people walked down the front steps of the church.

"I appreciate the encouragement."

"I’m glad you found it helpful."

"No, ma’am, I’m fine, I just haven’t been getting much sleep lately."

"Good to see you too."

"Yes, honey, that’s my real hair. Shouldn’t you be in the nursery?"

Then, came an epiphany.

I got exactly three comments on my sermon–and two of them weren’t even about the sermon. They were about the children’s talk I had given earlier in the service. Now I understand that every sermon isn’t going to be a direct hit, but I know good stuff when I hear it, and I thought this was pretty good stuff! A Swindoll outline, two Campolo illustrations, a little John Stott, a bit of Eugene Peterson, and a pinch of Max Lucado. Vintage Duffy Robbins, right?

But I heard no end of conversational references to "Gary the Glove," the object lesson I had used in the children’s talk–a simple illustration using a glove and my hand. Middle-aged men in suits were saying, "Hey, that little talk about Gary the Glove really helped."

Gary the Glove? That one-minute object lesson?

Helen: My turn. Over the past 16 years I had worked in the local church pastoring and discipling youths. The students I worked with mostly came from middle and upper-middle class homes. The churches I served were like any traditional church found in the Bible Belt.

All that changed when I accepted a new youth ministry position. Most of my new students came from backgrounds of abuse, neglect, and brokenness.

I remember driving to meet my new youth group for the first time. I had to drive through a security gate and past security guards to a building surrounded by barbed wire fences. My new youth group, 15 girls between the ages of 13 and 17, consisted of young women who, because of crimes they had committed, were now serving time in a full-security rehabilitation facility. With these young women I learned the value of using object lessons as an effective means of teaching adolescence.

I realized quickly that their attention spans were short and their interest levels were low. One week I brought in a sack of shoes: old shoes, new shoes, my daughter’s princess dress-up shoes. There were running shoes, infant shoes, fuzzy slippers, and high-heeled pumps. I dumped the shoes out in the middle of the floor.

"Tell me, ladies. If you were to choose one pair of shoes to describe how you feel about life, which pair would it be?" An amazing thing happened. The girls started choosing shoes, and with the most enthusiasm I’d seen yet, they started sharing why they chose the shoes they did.

After the sharing came to an end, I talked to the girls about how Jesus has walked where we’ve all walked. He’s
been afflicted, challenged, hurt in the same ways we have. They made the connection, and I saw sparks of insight and interest I had not seen before. The shoes had been a tool to teach these students about God’s care and love for them.

Girls who chose not to attend Bible study that night watched from a distance with a level of curiosity that eventually led them into the circle.

The next week I brought a bag of jelly beans. And so it went. Many of these object lesson came from a special season of ministry for me—a season I’ll always be grateful for.

You don’t have to work with troubled youths for object lessons to be effective. And object lessons aren’t just for children. Since we started working with teenagers, we’ve incorporated visual objects in sermons for teens and adults alike. The response is always the same: their interest is held and learning occurs. What more could you ask for?

Concrete, visible, vivid, and memorable—it’s hard to beat a good object lesson when you’re trying to help people understand a biblical truth. To borrow from Paul’s words in Colossians 1, object lessons are a kind of visible expression of the invisible, made even more effective by applying the following reminders.

• The power of an object lesson is in its simplicity. Resist the temptation to explain all the deep symbolism you’ve been able to uncover. One of the quickest ways to ruin an object lesson is try to make it more than it is. Make just one truth visible to your students—that’s enough. Don’t press the analogy so hard that you end up squashing it flat. Mickey Mouse is not a Christ figure, Barney is not an archetype of socioeconomic oppression, and—even if there are three different fibers in the fabric—Gary the Glove is not about the Trinity. So keep it simple, prepare the best lesson you can, and remember that it’s the Holy Spirit, not your object lesson, that instructs and changes students.